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Abstract: We consider a leader election algorithm in which a set ofdistributed 'ob·
jects (people, computers, elc.) try to identify one object as their leader. The election
process is randomized, that is, at every stage of the algorithm. those objects that survived so far flip a biased coin, and those who received, say a tail. survive for the next
round. The process .continues until only one objects remains. OUf interest is in evaluating the limiting distribution and the first two moments of the number of rounds
needed to select a
'We establish precise asymptotics for the first two moments,
and show that the asymptotic"expression for the duration of the algotithm exhibits
some perioPic fluctuatiobs'an:d consequently no limiting distribution exists. These
results are proved by analytical techniques of the precise analysis ofalgorithms such

]ea'der:

as: analytical poissonization and depoissonization. Mellin transfonn. and complex
analysis.
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Analyse d'un Algorithme d'Election Asymptotique
Reswne: On considere un algorithme d'election dans lequel un epsemble d'objets
distribues (personnes, ordinateurs, ere...) essayent d'identifier j'un d'eux comme
leur leader. Le processus d'election est aleatoir~. base sur un jeu de pile au face
biaise : a chaque etape de }'algorithme,les objels qui ant surv~u jusque la. passent
au prochain tours'ils obtiennent pile par exernple. On s'jnteresse aIa distribution li-

.'

mite et aux deux premiers moments du nombre de tours n&essaires ppur elire un leader. On etablit des asymptotiqucs precis pour les deux premiers moments, on mantle
que I'expression asymptotique de la durU de J'algorithme exhibe des fluctuations
p6riodiques et par consequent qu'il n'existe pas de distribution limite. Ces resuJtats
sont prouves par des techniques d'analyse algorithmique telles que: poissonnisation
et depoissonnisation, transfonnee de Mellin et analyse complexe.
Mots-eM: Algorithmed'eIection; Analyse asymptotique; Analyse complexej Transfonnees de Mellin.
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1 . Introduction
Consider a group of n people (users, computers, objects, etc.) sharing a scarce re""
source (e.g., channel, CPU, etc.). The following elimination process can be used
to find a "winner" or a "leader" that has undisputed and uncontested access to the
resource (cf. [2, 5, 19]): All objects involved toss a biased coin, and all players to
throw beads are losers while those who throw tails remain candidate winners and
flip Ihe coins again until a single winner Oeader) is identified. If all players lhrow
heads at ~y stage, the toss is inconclusive and all players participate again in the
contest. How many tosses are needed to identify a winner? The problem was posed for afair (unbiased) coin tossing process by Prodinger (19) (cf. also [10]), wbo
provided the first non-trivial analysis. Recently, for the same fair coin model, Fill
et. ai. [5] find· the limiting dislribution for Ihe number of rounds. In this paper, we
analyze the same problem but when the coins involved are biased, that is, the probability p of throwing a bead is not equal to one.balf (p i' ~). In passing, we sbould
mention that such a randomized elimination algorithm has many applications, notably in electing a "leading" computer after a synchronization is lost in a distributed
computer network (e.g., token lost in a token passing ring network). We also remark
that a formula for the exact distribution has been given by Fill et. at. [5] for Ihe fair
model and by Fill [6) for the biased case.
The above elimination process can be represented as a incomplete trie (cf. [5,
18, 19)) in whicb only one side of the trie is developed while the other side is pruned (all those players who throw beads do notparticipale any more in the process).
Therefore. the number of lhrows needed to fuid the winner (leader) is equivalent to
the height in such a incomplete trie. Accordingly! \ye shall call the duration of the
above elimination process as height, and we study asymptotics of its moments and
the limiting distribution, if it e~sts.
Tries have been extensively analyzed in the past including the height. Thereader
is referred Knuth [161' and Mahmoud [18) for updated account on recent developments in this area. In fact. tries and other digital trees were used as a testbed for
the ''precise analytical analysis of algorithms". Several new analytical techniques
were developed in the process of analyzing different parnmeteI'S of digital trees (cf.
[4,5, 10, 13, 14, 16,20,21,22)). Recently, the focns of the research was moved
towards developing analytical techniques that can bandle limiting distributions and
large deviations results (cf. [5, II, 12, 14, IS)).
In this paper. we continue recent lines of research and establish asymptotic distribution together with the first two moments ofthe·height. The novelty of this work
lies in deriving an asymptotic solution to a certain functional equation that often
arises in the analysis of algorithms and da'a structures (cf. [4, 21)). Namely, we
consider functional equations of the following type:

'0

J(z) = f(Pz) + f(qz).-p, + a(z)
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where p + q = 1 and a(z) is a given function. The point to observe is tpat there is
a coefficient depending on z in front of J(qz) which makes the probl~m interesting
(otherwise a standard approach can he applied; cf. [7]). While a first-order asymptotic for a such equations, when z ~ 00 in a cone around the positive axis. is rather

easy to obtain,

second~order

•

asymptotics are more challenging. This demands an

evaluation of some constants for which 9. closed-form solution does not exist. We
provide a quickly converging numerical procedure to assess these constants. We
must menti0D: that functional equations of type (I) could be alternatively treated by
the methodproposedin [4] (cf. [21]), however, it seems to us thalourmethod is more
straightforward. In addition. in [4] the problem of evaluating the constants was not
discussed.
When dealing with the limiting distribution, we use a two steps approach recently
advocated i!1 some papers (notably: [5,11,12,14]): That is, we nrstpoissonize the
problem and then depoissonize it. By poissonization .we mean to replace the fixed
size population model (i.e., fix-cd n) by a model in which the number of persons involved is Poisson distributed with mean n. Such a modelleal;ls to a functional equation of type (I): More precisely, for all integer k > 0

This equation is solved inside a cone, and then depoissonized in Qrder to obtain an
asymptotic distribution of the original fixed size model. Actually, during the course
of establishing the limiting distribution we realize that its asymptotic expression ex~
hibits some fluctuations leading us to a ·conclusion that the height does not po~ess a
limiting distribution. This was already observed for the height of tries (cf. [3]) and
symlnetric (unbiased coin tossing) incomplete trie (cf. [5]).
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents our main results:
In Theorem 1 we discuss asymptotlcs of the mean and lhe variance of the height.
The next Theorem 2 provides an asymptotic expression for the distribution of the
height. We close this section with a brief discussion of main consequences of our
results. Section 3 contains the proofs of both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Since, as
we already mentioned above, we work on the Poisson model insread of the original
model, we need a tool of depoissonization. For the completeness ofour presenlati(;m.
we brielly discuss a depoissonization lemma of Jacquet and Szpankowski [IS] in
Section 3.1. Then, Theor~m 1 is proved in Section 3.2, and Theorem 2 in Section
3.3.

2 Main Results
In this section, we present OUI main results. We start with a brief description of the
elimination process; and introduce some additional notation. To recall, n peo-ple use
the following randomized elimination algorithm to identify a leader. Players toss

INRIA
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a biased coin, and those who throw heads are losers while those who throw tails
remain candidate winners and flip the coins again until a single winner (leader) is
identified. If all players throw heads at any stage, the toss is inconclusive and all
players participate again in the contest. Let p be the probability of lhrowing a tail,
that is probability of survival. We also write q = I-p. By Hnwe denote the number
of tosses needed to identify the winner.
As mentioned before, the elimination process can be represented as an incomplete trie. Having this in mind, one can easily derive the basic recurrence equation for the generating function of Hn . Indeed. let 'for n > I, Gn(u) = Eu B " =
E.,o P(Hn = k)"k be the probability generating fonction of Hn • wbere it is a complex number. We further let Go (u) = 0 for convenience. (This corTesponds to defining H o = 00; as poimed out by Jim Fill [6J. this convention is reasonable since we
never succeed to choose a leader without any candidates.)
Then, G,(u) = 1 and for;' > 2
(2)

The first term of the above is a consequence of the Bernoulli-like split (after the first
found) of n players into those who still stay in the game. Clearly, the remaining
players have H n - 1 tosses to finish the game. The second teon of the above, takes
care Qfthe i.nconclusive throw (when ·all plays throw heads).
.
In this pa~.-.we derive the di~tribution of Hn as well as the first two moments.

that is, EHn.a.nd .Var Hn. We use the following abbreviated notation: Z'n = ERn

and W n = EHn(Hn - 1). Observing that X n = G~(l) and W n = G~(l), we derive
from (2):
Xn

Wn

1 + qnxn +

to (~)p'qn-.x.,

= 2(x n -1) + qnwn +

n

~ 2,

:t (~)p'qn-.w. ,

(3)

n

> 2,

(4)

1=0

with Z'o = Xl = Wo = Wl = o.
In the next section, we solve asymptotically the aboverecurrence equations using
poissonization, Mellin transfonn and depoissonizatioD. This results in our first main
finding.
Theorem 1 I.er P := l/p and x. := 27Tik/ InP. Then:

(i) TIre mean EHn ofIhe heighr odmirs thelol/owing asymproticformula

RR n'3089
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where'Y = 0.577 ... is the Euler constant, and
00

TI'(O) =

L: xnq

n

,

(6)

,

"=2 n
.

.

where X n must be computedfrom (3) (observe that the series converges geometricallyfasl). The function 5, (x) is periodicfunction ofsmall magnitude (e.g., for p =
0.5 one proves [5,(x)1

s: 2 x 10-') giyen by
5I (x) = -

L: (>ke-";'"

(7)

.~,

where

(1 + X.)f(Xk) - Ti(xk)
lnP

ak=

I

f(s) is the Euler gamma function (ef (lJ) and Ti(s) is g,iyen by (37).
(ii) The yariance Var H n = EHn(Hn -1)

VarHn =

+ EHn -

(EHn )' satisfies

"'/6 - 1 + 2(1 - -y)Ti(0) - 2Ti'(0) - (Ti(Ol)' 2Ti(0) + T;(O)
1
~p
+
~p
+~

-15~I,H,(iogpn)+O
.;.

where

.

Ti'(O) =

C:n)

(8)

'
~

-. n

L: Xn~
n=2

~

1"(n) =

L xnq

"=2 n

n.

n

W(n) ,

(9)

whereW(z) = f'(z)/r(z) is the psi-function. Observe lhalfor na,ural n we have

Wen) . . :. -'Y+1l n- 1 where 1in. is the Hannonic number. The; conslantTiCO) can be
computed as

.
00

T;(O) =

L: wnq
n=2

n

n

wherew n is given by the recurrence (4). Finally, 82 (x) is aperiodic continuousfwzction olzero mean and small amplitude. The constant [/5i]o = Lk:;fO 10::1:1 2 is the ze-

roth lenn of 6f(:z::) and its value is extremely small (e.g., for p = 0.5 one proves that

[51], < sup [oI(x)I'

s: 4 x 10- 10).

In Table I we present numerical values of the conslanls Ti(O), Tt(O), ~(O),
and the variance Var Hn given by (8) (for large n) as a function of p. In particular,
we verify that our formula (8) on the variance agrees with that ofFill etal. [5] for
p = 0.5, where the exact value 1 - "t = 0.422 ... is given.

INRIA
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Table 1: Numerical evaluation of the constants P,(O), Tt'(O), Ti(O), and the va.
riance Var R. for various p E [0.2..0.8)

[U Tt(O) ITt(O) ITi(O) IVar R. I
0.2

2.36

2.38

9.32

5.83

0.3

1.22

1.09

3.41

3.58

0.4

0.70

0.56

1.64

2.97

0.5

0.42

0.30

0.95

3.12

0.6

0.25

0.17

0.62

. 4.07

0.7

0.15

0.09

0.45

6.68

0.8

0.08

0.04

0.35

14.84

In order to fonnulate our next result concerning the distribution of H n we need a
new definition. Let ameasure jJ. be defined on the positive real axis as follows: Partilion the positive real axis into an infinite sequence of consecutive intervals 10 , Ill' .
such that 10 has length (q/p)>(k>, where s(k) is the number of I's in th.binary expansion of k:Thus,
= [0,1],1, = [1,1 + q/p], etc. Note that the total length
of the first 2m intervals 10 I "0' 12rJ1_1 is p-m.; and that these 2m intervals are obtained
by repeated subdivisions of [O,p-mj, each time dividing each inlerval In the proportions p : q. Given these intervals, define IJ. by putting a point mass 11k 1 at the right
endpoint of Ik • for each k = 01 1, ... Note that for p = q = 1/2. J1. consists of a unit
mass at each positive intege!.
Now, we are jn a position to present our second main finding:
0

I.

Theorem 2 The following holds. uniformlyfor all integers k.

< k) = Fcp'n) + O(n-I),

(10)

= x J.~ e-:'dlJ.(t) = J.~ e-'dJ1.:(t),

(11)

P(R.
where

F(x)

with Jlz denoting the dilated measure defined as above/or Ihe intervals xl01 XIII

In particular, whe,,! k = llogpn] +

K.

. .. .

where It is an. integer, then for large n the

following asymptoticfonnul~ is true unifonnly over K.

P(H. S LlogpnJ

+,,) = p'-II,.p.) J.~ e-'P"~{'~P")dlJ.(t) + 0 (~) ,

where {Iogpn} = logpn - Llogpnj.

(12)

."

~
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Remarks (i) Limiting Distribution Does Not Exist. The fractional part {logp n} appearing in Theorem 2 is dense in the interval [OJ i) and does not converge. Thus, the
limiting distribution of H.n - Llogp nJ does not exist. In fact, we observe that:
liminfP(Hn :5 llogpnJ
n_~

+ 1<)

JimsupP(Hn :5llogpnJ +1<)
n_~

:5 p.-l J.~ e-·,r' dJL(t) •

> p' J.~ e-'" dJL(t) .

(li) Symmetric Case p = q = 0.5. We observe that for p = q = 0.5 we obtain

and our results coincide with those of [5].

(iii) It is easily seen that lim:z:.....o F(x) = 1 and 1im%-ooo F(:z:) = O. We conjecture
that F(x) is always decreasing, as it is for p = 0.5 by the explicit formula in (il).
If F(x) is decreasing, then F(p") is a distributinn function, and if Z is a random
variable with this distribution, then (10) can be written

P(Hn < k) = P(Z + logpn:5 k) + O(n- 1).
Hence, in this case, the~~srrib~~q~p~ H~ is well approximated by the distribution
of Z + logp n1; for e.~~p~e¥'f.().Jl~ws
the total variation distance between the
two distributions tends~!9;,Q, as ~ :~. 00, which is a substitute for the failing limit
distribution.
-'"

r

mar

(iv) It is possible to obtain further terms in the asymptotic formulae in Theorems 1
and 2 using the same methods.

3 Analysis and Proofs
In this section, we prove Theorems 1 and 2 using an analytical approach. In the
next subsection, we transform the problem to the Poisson model (Le., poissonize
it), which is easier to solve. Then, we apply Mellin transfonn (cf. Section 3.2) and
a simple functional-analysis (cf. Section 3.3) to obtain asymptotic solution for the
poissonized moments and the poissonized distribution for the height Finally, we
depoissonize these findings to recover our results for the original model.

3.1

Poissonization and Depoissonization

It is well known that often poissonization leads to a simpler solution' due to unique
properties of the Poisson distribution (cf. [9]). Poissonization is a technique which
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replaces Ihe fixed population model (someti!nes called the Bernoolli model) by a
model in which the population varies acc<J[ding to the Poisson law (bence, Poisson
model). In the case of the leader election algorithm, we replace n by a random variable N dislriboled according 10 Poissoo with mean equal n. We shall apply analytical poissonization (cf. [10, II, 13, 14,20]) that makes use of the Poisson lrans-

fonn (i.e., exponential generating function as shown below). One must observe.
however, that after solving the Poisson model (in most cases we can only solve it
asymptotically!), we must depoissonize to recover the Bernoulli model results. In
this subsection, we first derive functional equations for the Poisson model, and then
presenl a general depoissonization lemma ofJacquet and Szpankowski [15] (cf. also
[5, II, 12, 13, 14,20]) that we apply throughout the paper.
We now build the Poisson model. Let us define .

G(z, u)
X(z)
W(z)
where Gn(u), x n and W n are expressed as (2}-(4),respectively. Theyarepoissonized
versions of the cOnesponding quantities in the Bernoulli model. .
Remarklfz > 0, then G(z, .) is theprobabilily generating function of HNC') , where .... , <c.,,,;:, i:,
the popUlation size N(z) is random with the Poisson dislribution Po(z). Note, ho... -."" :,... ,.....
wever, that because of our convention Go = 0 (or H o = 00), G(ZI·) is a defective
probabilily generating function. This could he rectified by inslead defining H. = 0,
but our choice is more.convenient for us. Similarly,· X(z) = :'/j(~, u) !tJ=l i~ for
z ~ 0 the expeclation EHN(z) of the height when the population is random Po(z),

provided we here use the convention Ho

=:

O.

To see the achieved Simplifications, we observe that the recurrences (2)-(4) now
becorq.e:
G(z, u) X(z) W(z) -

uG(pz, u) + uG(qz, u)e-"" + (1 - u)ze- Z
X(pz) + X(qz)e- P' + I - (1 + z)e- Z •
W(pz)

,

+ W(qz)e-PZ + 2X(z) + 2 ((e- z -1) + ze- z )

(13)
(14)

(15)

for a complex z. The above functional equations have a simpler fOIm than their correspnnding Bernoulli model equations, but they are far from bei!'g lrivial:...The main
difficully lies in the facllbal there is a factor e-P ' in front of G(qz, u), X(qz) and
W(qz). Observe that in the symmelric case (i.e., p = q = 0,5) these functional
equations reduce 10 the one analyzed in Szpankowski [22] (cf. also [5, 7, 16]). We

RR .'3089
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solve these functional equations asymptotically (see the next two subsections) for z
large and real. The next step is a depoissonization of these results. and we present

now a general depoissonization resulr ofJacquet and Szpankowski [15jlhat generalize previous depoissonization lemmas of [11, 12, 13, 20j. Recall that a measurilble
function 1/1: (0,00) --> (0,00) is slowly varying if 1/I(tx)j,p(x) --> 1 as x --> 00 for
every fixed t > O. .

Lemma 1

[DEPOISSON1ZATION LEMMA] Assume that G(z)

:;;::

E::o9n ~ e-

z

is

an entire/unctions of a complex variable z. Suppose that there exist real constants
a < 1, /3. 8 E (0,,,/2), c" "'" and Zo, and a slowly varyingfunction 1/1 such that/he
following conditions hold, where S, is the cone S, = {z: Iarg(z)/ ~ 8}:
(I) For all z E S, with

Izi ;:: Zo,
(16)

(0) For all z'" S, with Izl

;:: ZOo
(17)

·1
Then for n ;:: 1.

9.

G(n) + 0 (n P-'1/I(n))

(18)

More precisely.
(19)

The "Big-Oh" terms in (18) and (19) am ani/ann for anyfamily ofentirefunctions

G that satisfy Ihe conditions with the same a.p. 9. CI. C2. 20 and..,p.
3.2 Analysis of Moments
We now prove Theorem 1 using the Mellin- transform and depoissonizatlon techniques. We thus begin by studying the functions G(z, u), X(z) and V(z) defined
above, which satisfy.the functional equations (13)-(15). We write /'(s) or M U, s)
for-the MeDin transform of a function f (x) of real paramelerx, that is,

,

INRIA
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provided the above integral converges. A beautiful survey on Mellin transform can
be found in [8], and we refer the reader to this paper for details concerning Mellin
. transfonn.
ThePoisson mean X (z) and second factorial momen~ W(z) satisfy function equations (14) and (15), respectively. We observe that from the recorrence equatioos (3)
imd (4) we immediately prove that X n = O(ln(n + 1») and W n = O(ln'(n + 1». It
follows thatX and W arc entire functions. Moreover, it follows easily that X(x) =
O(ln(x + 1» for x > O. In order to apply the depoissonization lemma we have to
. extend this estimate to complex arguments in a cone So.
Thus fix 0 =."(4, say; we claim that

IX(z)1 = O(ln(lzl + 1»,

zESo.

(20)

This is provcd by induction along increasing domains (cf. [14]) as follows: Let p =
max(p, q)-I> 1. Suppose that R and A are such that
IX(z)1

:S Aln(lzl),

z E S" 2 < Izi :S R.

(21)

If now z E S, with R :S Izi :S pR, then the recursion relation (14) yields, provided
, Rmin(p, q) ~ 2,

IX(z)1 :S IX(pz)1 + IX(qz)le-p/'loM' + 1 + (1 + Izl)e-I'I='
.~ Alri(I~1) + Aln(p) + Aln(R)e-PJl + 2 + (cos 0)-1

='

(22)

='

Now choose RO ';:: 2( mih(p, q) such thatln(p) + In(R)e-PJl
:S -0 < 0 for
R ~ Ro. If A>3jo cosO'and R ~. Ro, then (22) shows that (21) holds also for
z E S. withR < Izi < pRo Since clearly (21) holds for R = Ro and a suitable
large A, (21) holds by induction for R = pnRo for every n ~ 0 (with the saroe A)
and (20) follows for Izl ~ 2; for smalllzi we use X(z) '" O(lzl'), Izi :S 2. beca~se
XO=Xl=O.
Similarly one proves. using (15) and (20),

IW(z)1 = O(ln'(lzi + 1»),

z ES,.

(23)

In particular, (20) and (23) hold for real x > O. It follows that the Mellin trnnsfonns X"(s) and WOes) exist (and are analytic) in the strip -1 <!Jls < O. (In fact,
SinCe:l;l = WI, = 0, they exist for -:-2 < ~s < O. but we do not need this.)
Let us now concentrate on the first moment. Define
(24)

Then, 7l{z) is an entire function and the Mellin trnnsfonn 21(s) exists at least for

-2 < ~s < 00. Indeed, since every X n 2: O. we have
(25)

RR n"3D89
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and thus IX(z) I :S X(lzl)el'I-~'. Hence. if:!; > 0 and Iz - xl < p:c/4, .
ITI(z)1 :S X(qlzl)e,I.I-"'"

:s X(q!zl)e"-'+2I'-'1 :s X(qlzl)e-p"'/' =

Thus, by Cauchy's estimate, for every m

> 0,

Since further TI(m)(x) is bounded for 0 :0; x

exists at least for 0 <

~s

O(e-PZ/'ln(1+x)).

<

1, the Mellin

~sfonn T!=)'(s)

< 00, and js bounded on each line !Rs =

(J

> o.
m

Inlegrationby parts yields s(s+ 1) ... (s+m -1)T;(s) = (-I)mTl )'(s+m)
and thus the estimate
+ ,' 1')1 -< (1C(o,m)
(26) .
Ir,"(
I U
+ Irl)m

for each m 2: 2 and -2 < a < 00; C( (1, m) is bOllnded for u in a compact interval
of (-2, 00) and m fixed. In partiCUlar, T; (o+ir) is integrable in dor each 0 > -2.
We re-write (14) as follows:

X(z) = X(pz) +TI(z) - (e-' -1) - ze-·.
Taking the Mellin transform. of the above we have, for -1 < !Rs < O.

X'es) = p-'X'(s) + T;(s) -

res) - res + 1),

.,

(27)

.. ,,'

where r(.) is the Euler gamma function. Now, weean solve (27) to get

X"( ) =
s

res) + res + 1) -

Ti(s)

(Ifp)' -1

-1

'

< lRs < O.

(28)

The right hand side extends to a meromorphic function in the half plane -1 < lRs <
00. with poles at x. = 21Tik/ In(I/p), k = ... , -I, 0, I, 2, .... All pnles are simple
exeept the one at 0 (k = 0), which is double.
It follows from (28) and (26) that for every 0 E (-I,O)U(O,oo), IX'(o+ir)1 =
0((1 + .,.')-1) E LI(d.,.). The Mellin (Fourier) inversion fonnula thus yields for
x > 0 the following.
.
-

1 /-1/2+100

X(x) = -2_
11"~

-1/2-ioo

=

-

(29)

.

R > 0 (using the Cauchy residue theorem)

Shifting the line of integration 10 lRs =
we obtain for any l~e R,

X(x) = O(x- R )

x-·X'(s)ds.

-

L;Res,,(x-·X'(s)).

(30)

-=
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'Let "'> = Resx.X"(s). If k 1 0, then

"'> = ((1 + x>)r(x.) - T:(x»)/ln(I/p);
in particular this implies "'> = O(!k/- n ) for each n > O. Moreover, for k

1 0,

For k = O. we obtain

Consequently, for every R > 0,

1 1 - 'J' - T:(O)
-R
X (x) = lag,/px + 2In(I/p)
+o,(lag,/px)+O(x),

(31)

where J1(t) = - Ek# Qke-2"ikC is a periodic function with mean O.

. We now apply the depoissonization lemma. We have already verified condition
(l) in (20), with iJ = 0 and ,,;(x) = In(x+1). Condition (0) can he verified similarly,

but it is also possible to avoid induction and use the recursion just once as follows.
. First, by (25) and (20)dX(z)e'l < X([z[)el,j < Cel'lln(lzl + I) for every z. Next,
(14) can he written

.'X(z) = eq't!"X(;pz) + e"X(qz) + e' - 1 .., z,
which thus yields

le'X(z)1 ::; Cln(I + Izl)

(.-1,1+,'" + e'/") + ellb + 1 + Izl,

and (0) follows.
Depoissonization Lemma now gives immediately, by (18). the:first moment
EHn

1

=X n

= lagpn+ 2 -

1 - 'J' - T,"(O)
lnP
+ o,(lagp n) +O(lnn(n).

(32)

The error term can he improved to O(I/n), which yields (5), by instead using (19)
and verifying that X"(x) = O(x-') , x > O. The Ianer estimate is easily obtained by
differentiating (29) twice (moving the derivatives inside the integral) and estimating
lbe integral by residue calculus as above. The details can be found in [14, 15].
Now,. the second moment Let T,(z) = W(qz)e- P'; then lbe Mellin transform
T;(s) exists for -2 < iRs < 00 and (15) yields, for -1 < !JIs < 0,

WO(s) = p-'WO(s) + 72(s) + 2XO(s) + 2r(s) + 2r(s + 1),

RR n'3089

(33)
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and thus

W'(s) _

2X"(s)

+ 2f(s) + 2f(s + I) + 12(s)
I-p$

I-p-~

•

-2f(s) - 2f(s + 1) + 2Tt(s)'_ 2f(s) + 2f(s + 1) + T;(s) (34
(1fp)' -1)'
(lJp)' - 1
)

-

As above, we can obtain an asymptotic expansion ofW(z) by finding the inverse of
the Mellin transform. Thus, the Poisson variance V(z) = W(z) X(z) - X'(z)
becomes, after some lengthy but elementary calculations,

+

VeX)

=

2Tt(0) + T;(O).
61n'p + 12 +
In(lJp)
.
-":1- 2Tt'(0) + 2(l--Y)Ti(0) - (Tt(0))2 r (I
) O(.n.~)
+
I 2
+
U3 ogl!pX +
~ ...;J
n p
,,'

1

where OJ(t) = 02(t) - [offu. is a small fluctuating j!nction. Applying now the Depoissonization Lenuna to W (verifying (0) as for X), we easily obtain (8). In fact,
it follows as above, using (19), that w. = W(n) + O(lnnin) «18) would give
O(ln' nJn), and this together with the already proven x. = X(n) + o (lJn) yields
Var H, = w, + "'. - "'~ = V(n) + O(ln nJn) (cf. [14, IS)).
To complete Ihe proof ofTheorem 1, weneed amethod ofevaluating the constants
Tt(O), 12(0), and 1i'(0). Let again x. = EH. wbich we can compute for any n

from the recurrence above. We need an.evaluationafthe Mellin of X (z) = Ln2::2,xn ~~ e-=
since "'0 = X, = O. Thus noting that M(e-', s) = f(s) forlll(s) > 0, and furthermore M(z'e-', s) = r(s + n) for lR(s) > -n, we inunedialely derive

.',

(36)

provided lR(s) E (-2,0). Observe that the series converges absolutely in this range
by the estimate of X n above.

Moreover,

T,(z)

= X(qz)e- P' = L: "'. (qZr e-' = L: X,;' z'e-'
0;::2

n.

n.

n=::2

and thus, similarly,
.

Tils) =
provided -2

OD xnqR

L: -, f(s + nJ
0=2 n.

(37)

< lR(s) < 00. In particular,

'.

oaD

Ti(O)

= L: x.q
0=2

n!

COn

fen)

= L: x.q
n=2

,

(38)

n
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which has an ~ponentiaJ @[eofconvergence.
Now. we can move on and estimate Tt(O). Taking the derivarive of(3?) at s = 0
and arguing as be:(ore we arrive at the followjng formula
n

~

n

~

n
T,"(D) = ~ x ; r'(n) = ~ xnq Wen),
n=2

n.

71=2

n

(39)

where W(s) = f'(s)/f(s) is the Psi function; recall that for 71 ~ 2 we have wen) =
-"{ + 1ln _ 1 (where lln here is the HarmoJ;lic Dumber).
.
Of course, T; (0) can be computed jn a similar fashion.
00

,

Ti(D) = ~ wnq ,
n=2

(40)

n

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3.3 Analysis of the Distribution
We now prove Theorem 2. We start with the functional equation (13). After defining
H(z, u) = G(z, u)/(l- u) we abtaln .

H(z, u) = uH(pz,u) + uH(qz, u)e-P'

+ ze-' .

(41)

Let DOW G,(z) = L::"nl P(H, ~ k)~~e-'.TheD, H(z,u) = Lk:o u·G.(z) and an
identification of the coefficients of u in (41) yield

Go(z) G'+l(z)

ze-'
G,(pz) + e-p'G,(qz),

k ~ D.

(42)

We claim that the above functional equation for G,I:(z) is solved by
G.,(z)
= l'..k Z

I.
0

P
-·

e-P• "df.'(t)

(43)

(where J.t is defined just above Theorem 2). In fact, the case k = 0 is simple, because
f.' restricted to [0, IJ only caDs;sts of a paiat mass at 1, and thus the integral.equals
e-=. For k ~ 1, we use-the fact that the measure f-L on (p-k J p-k-l] is obtained from
f.' 00 (0, P-'J by a ltaoslatian and dilation, so that fa["every function f,

and thus

I.

p_J:_l

o

RR n"3089

f(t)dl'(t) =

I.

0

p_1r.

f(t)df.'(t)

I.

p_1r.

+P
'!.
f(P-' + '!.t)dl'(t).
Op

.., ,

-
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It is now easy to see that (43) satisfies (42).

Moreover, (43) trivially holds also for k" < 0, with both sides zero; hence (43)
holds for all integers k.
We next observe thai. with F(x) defined in (I I),

-

IG.(n) - F(p'n)1

= p"n 1~'"
e- n'dp.(t) < p"n 1~'
e-P n'dt = ep_.lc+

n

•

(44)

p_k

0, and similarly 10"(n) - F(p"n)1 = F(p"n) :'> p'ne-P '" + e- n :'>
(n+ l)e- n when k < O. Thus, to complete the proofofTheorem 2 it suffices to apply bepoissonization Lemma., provided we verify conditions (I) and (oj unifonnly
for all k (and some fixed 8), with {J = 0 and 7/J = 1. This can be done as ahove
using induction along jncreas~ng domains. but we give a simpler argument. Indeed.
in order to verify (I) we can use the exact formula (43) and observe that for any decreasing function f ~ 0 on (0, 00), fo~ f dp.(t) :'> fooo f dt; bence iflllz > 0,
when k

>

10"(z)1 :'> p"lzl J,~ e- p ' b ' dp.(t) :'> P'lzl J,~.e-P'b'dt =

~.

Consequently (I) holds. unifurmly in k. for any 8 < ,,/2.
For (0) we first observe that
le'O.(z)1 :'>

f:. Izl"n' = .1'1..

n=O'

Hence (42) yields, for k

~

'

0,

le'G'+1(z)1 < le"l!o"'O.(pz)I

+ le"G.(qz)1 :'> e,b+pl,1 + e,I'1 :'> e"I'1

forsomea < 1 and z sufficiently large. Since further le'Go(z)I = Izi. also (0) holds
uniformly in k. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
.
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